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Student Struck on UAH Crosswalk
help. The police came very
quickly and took over the
On Thursday August 25, situation, allowing for the rest
2005, a car struck a female of us to get back in our ve
pedestrian student at ap hicles and clear the way for
proximately 3:15 p.m. The the ambulance."
While the investigation
student was utilizing the
of
the
incident is still ongo
crosswalk between the Rob
ing,
statements
taken at the
erts Hall and the University
scene
suggest
that
there was
Center parking lot. The ve
no
malicious
intent
on behalf
hicle, driven by a male stu
of
the
driver.
He
saw
the pe
dent, was traveling north
destrian
and
simply
lacked
bound on Ben Graves Drive,
the
appropriate
response
towards the exit onto Univer
time to stop his vehicle. It
sity Drive.
The driver did follow state also appears that neither of
laws and stayed at the scene the parties involved were
of the accident. Campus po under the influence of drugs
lice, who were nearby at the or alcohol.
Given the more than
time, responded quickly, con
seven
thousand students
tacted emergency services,
who
walk
or ride bikes daily
and secured the entire area.
on
campus
between build
The girl, who was not fatally
ings
or
for
exercise,
the uni
injured, required immediate
versity
has
a
fairly
low
car/
transport to Huntsville Hos
pedestrian
accident
rate.
The
pital via HEMSI ambulance.
The Exponent Editor-in- last occurrence of a student
Chief, Joseph Terrel, was an being hit by a car was in the
eyewitness to the accident. spring of 2003. UAH Chief of
"As I was driving toward Police, Charles Gailes, makes
Roberts Hall, a beat-up the following suggestion to
pickup truck struck a girl, in promote safety: "I think it is
stantly knocking her down essential for all users of the
where she lay stunned for campus, whether they are a
several seconds. Those of us pedestrian, operate a motor
who saw the accident quickly vehicle or a bicycle, to be
left our vehicles and called for cognizant of the fact that
By Sarah Perrin
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tors that have to be re
searched to determine if that
is a viable/usable solution.
Roadway width, speed limit,
available traffic control and
line of sight are some factors
to determine the installation
of additional traffic/pedes
trian control. I think aware
ness and compliance with
rules/laws is an essential first
step in safety." That being
said, Chief Gales states that
there are at least some guar
anteed changes on the way.
"The campus master plan in
corporates many changes
that should improve traffic
patterns and safety on cam
pus."

UC Prohibits Outside Food - Part 1
„ ,,

Sports
Lady Chargers Pick Up
TWo Wins, page 6

many areas of campus are
congested and require the
exercise of diligence. Being
aware of the traffic, both ve
hicular and pedestrian, and
operating with due diligence
significantly reduces the op
portunities for accidents."
After similar accidents at
local middle and high
schools, the city has taken
safety precautions which in
clude repainting traffic lines,
adding neon crosswalk
signs, footbridges, and digi
tal more visible speed limit
signs on campuses. Chief
Gailes said, "I think there are
many places where an above
ground/under the ground
pedestrian crossing will im
prove the safety of pedestri
ans but...there are many fac

By Lorirose Belton

public, by law, a food permit
(albeit a temporary food per
mit) must be purchased. This
does apply to the UC, as UAH
is a public university. How
ever, if the event were private,
"not advertised," and for
"members and their guests
important function of the The Alabama Department of only" as many club meetings
building is to serve as a meet Public Health, Rules of State are during the year, then the
ing space for student organi Board of Health Bureau of events are "not considered to
zations it is not. Clubs meet Environmental Services Di be public events." This leads
ing in the University Center vision of Food, Milk and
one to believe that the order
are strictly prohibited from Lodging Chapter 420-3-22
ing of pizzas, etc. would be
Food
Establishment
Sanita
ordering pizza or even serv
permissible.
tion
dated
November
20,
ing coffee and cookies unless
This is not to say, how
catered (at a higher cost) by 19%.
ever, that the food permits
According
to
this
book,
one of its two dining facili
required for the UC dining
ties. During a recent UAH the issue of outside food be
establishments do not un
leadership retreat, the reason ing brought into the UC for
dergo strict guidelines. Ac
ing behind this rule was dis student events can be cat
cording to news channel
cussed with students. Doug egorized as "temporary food
WAFF's Restaurant Score
Saunders, director of the Uni service concession," unlike
Card, the UAH Charger Cafe
versity Center, who is cur the permanent structure of
scored a low 76 on March 11,
rently unavailable for com the UC's dining facilities and
2005. The highest score was
ment, told student leaders may require a different per
a 94 on August 25,2004. The
that certain Madison County mit depending on the circum
significance of the health
Health Department guidelines stance. According to the Ala
score is important for safety
must be met in order to main bama Department of Public
reasons, as well as for rea
tain necessary food permits. Health, ADPH-FLP-160/ Rev.
sons of credibility for the
This leads one to question 2-95/Ed, "Individuals or
standards UAH is supposed
the validity of the entire UC groups planning to hold
to uphold. In this case, the
being affected by Health De events that are open to the
food
permit score applies to
public must have a 1permit
partment
partmeni guidelines.
guiueuiics. Despite yw*
the entire UC because it is
the lack of officials willing to This regulation also specifies
part of an all inclusive definicomment during a phone call that if the event is advertised
BELTONonpagelO
with the Madison County and is considered open to the

the isthis moment u»c
lies with the
issue of the UC's current policy
against outside food brought
into the building.
The concern with outside
food may sound trivial at first,
but considering that another

The University Center,
known simply as the UC, is
the "focal point of the cam
pus" according to the univer
sity website. So much so that
it would be hard to find a stu
dent or faculty member that
at some time their collegiate
career was ot required to step
foot on the not-quite-soplush carpeting of the UC.
The building serves so many
functions that the term focal
point does not do it justice
as it is the heart of the cam
pus. Here, students housed
in the residence halls, surviv
ing without a car or mom's
home cooking can conve
niently ride a bike or walk a
short distance to eat in the
cafeteria. Feeling stressed?
You can also visit the Coun
seling Center. Sick? The
Wellness Center is open
most days of the week. And
everyone knows about
Charger Central, home to the
mounds of paperwork re
quired be it application or
graduation, which even the
cleverest of commuter stu
dents cannot completely
avoid. The complication at

Health
Department'ss
Health
Department
(MCHD) Environmental Division (where county food permils can be obtained), information was supplied via front
desk recommendation to reference a book adopted by
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Thefacebook Catches Fire at UAH
of what Thefacebook is. Pay Thefacebook on campus
attention, rock dwellers. Af may lie with its ability to act
It turns out that biggest ter entering in some basic in as a social mirror and spring
rage over the summer with formation about yourself, the board. Groups like "UAH,
UAH students has not been site will add you to the in The University That Dedi
a blockbuster movie, overly- creasingly huge directory of cates Itself to Never Cancel
cliched complaints about gas UAH students and will con ing Class, No Matter What"
prices, or the new Harry Pot nect you with them based on demonstrate the rampant use
ter book. It is a much more what you have provided. For of inside jokes. While oth
small scale and lower bud example, a complete (and ers such as "The Six Flags
geted matter that includes quite long) list of all UAH Dancing Old Man is Cool"
groups such as "Dumb and students who are fans of show that in fact, some stu
Dumber Changed My Life." Monty Python and the Holy dents may not be the only
is of
course, Grail is available. The site ones noticing silly things
That
Thefacebook. It seems that also gives students the abil around campus. Also, it
over the summer, the admin ity to create and join groups gives students the opportu
istrators ran out of excuses of every possible imaginable nity to meet people that they
to not include our fair univer interest and flavor. Not only should have met already. For
sity in this social networking does Thefacebook categorize instance, users who are not
students by their interests, directly connected can be
site.
Initially, the site may but by classes they have discovered via mutual
sound very silly and simplis taken, and majors as well. friends. Or two students
tic. But groups titled After browsing through di who share the same interest
"Thefacebook is like Crack, rectories or searching for in a completely obscure book
But Free" may lead some to friends, a user can add other or movie can be connected
believe otherwise. At the time students to his or her own to each other. Students can
this article was penned, network of friends. One can also connect based on indi
nearly seven hundred UAH also leave public notes and vidual classes and needed
students were facebook share private messages with shared information as well.
members. With the fall se others. Think of it as a highly UAH student Rachael Baker
says, "One cool thing about
mester only beginning, usage interactive yearbook.
Part of the reason behind Thefacebook is that you can
is sine to grow like wildfire.
popularity
of get notes and information
Here is a quick summary the

By Daniel Horton

By Barbie Czura
This past sorority Recruitment was a hum-dinger!
Through the blood, sweat, and tears, not to mention a
few squabbles, the Kappa Deltas and the Delta Zetas
assembled quite an impressive display of sisterhood
throughout the week. The new members are all phe
nomenal! Each sorority grew a little bigger this past
Saturday, with Kappa Delta greeting 19 new girls and
Delta Zeta welcoming 21! Better luck next year, Cade!
Bid Day 2005 was held in the University Fitness Cen
ter. Even though some crazy looks were given while
we were doing cheers, it was definitely something you
missed out on! I had a chance to interview an anony
mous senior about Recruitment. He said, "I like Soror
ity Recruitment because it brings all the new girls into
a central location...so they are easier to find."Thanks
for the input, Cade!
This week has been a great week for Delta Chi. They
have had a great start to rush this semester and plan
on keeping things going for the rest of the semester.
With Delta Chi, rush is a 24/7/365 kind of thing, and
they hope to take this momentum they have going on
for the rest of the semester, and on into 2006. To up
date their schedule, Thursday, September 1st, they will
be having an open meeting and will go bowling di
rectly afterwards. That next night, they will be playing
volleyball in the sandpit at southeast. On the 3rd, they
will be playing poker in the chapter room, and that
Monday (Labor Day) they will be going floating. Float
ing is a cherished Delta Chi tradition, and they encour
age everyone who wants to go to show up at the house
at 11 o'clock in the morning. They will be having wings
and a movie on Tuesday, September 6th. Also keep in
mind that on the 23rd of September, they will be hold
ing Knight Errant, one of our biggest parties of the
year. For more information on rush or any of their so
cial events, just talk to a brother or check out their
calendar. There's a link to it at www.deltachi-hsv.com.

Photos by Sarah Perrin

Many universities and colleges have
a yearbook, but UAH does not. How
would having a yearbook enhance your
college experience?
USB

The ATO's also have a few events to lookout for
this week. Next Monday (Sept. 5th), they will be hav
ing a cookout at the ATO house followed by a game of
volleyball. Not sure the time, so check with a brother
for info. Also, go ahead and mark your calendars! ATO
will once again be hosting a TOGA party on Friday,
September 9th. The anonymous senior replies yet
again..., "I am wearing my Spiderman bed sheets, some
flip-flops and my Euro trunks!" YOU DEFINITELY
DON'T WANNA MISS THIS!!!
I did not receive any info from the other
Greeks...ya'll send it in ok! Thanks!

-

i_

Timothy Wagner
Freshman, Computer Science

"There are always those times when
you're trying to put a name with a
face.. .it would make that much easier."

DO YOU HAVE AN
OPINION ABOUT THIS
WEEK'S ACROSS
THE CAMPUS?
Vote online
www.uahexponent.com

A

••••

H

Alex Hudson
Junior, ISE

"Since I was on the yearbook staff in
a high school with 600 students, I
J wouldn't want anyone to have to sort
through 7,000 students!"

-

Kaki Hetzel
Senior, History

"It would be one more cool point for
us and we need them. Seriously, it would
give us something that all the other
schools have."

Daniel Smith
Freshman, Biology

"Looking back at high school year
books helps me remember all the good
times, friends, and people you've lost ]
touch with. You would want the same for
college."

online from your friends in
class if you miss." None of
which would have been pos
sible without the site. This is
part of the entire purpose and
fun of the site, as it can con
nect students with others in
ways not possible before.
The push made last se
mester by UAH students to
have the school added to
Thefacebook seems to have
been very successful. The
popularity of the site has
caused students of other lo
cal colleges to look into hav
ing their school added as
well. University of North Ala
bama Public Relations major,
Sharla Ayers, remarks, "Hav
ing friends at UAH, I have
seen firsthand the benefits of
Thefacebook and how it is a
fun, exciting thing that UNA
could definitely benefit from."
Needless
to
say,
Thefacebook has already at
tracted an amazing rate of in
terest at UAH and will likely
continue to grow until per
haps we really do have every
student in "The Entire UAH
Campus

The Exponent 1 September - 7 September 3

New 'Banner' Bombards UAH
By Alberto
Hernandez-Barral
Although a considerable
number of people at UAH
have been involved in the
implementation of the new
administrative software at
our university since 2003, the
product of Sungard SCT,
Banner®, definitely got flesh
and bones in our university
for the most part of faculty,
staff, and its roughly 7000
students last week. As a mat
ter of fact, Banner® stepped
onto the stage like a bull in a
china shop producing such
a fuss that most likely every
one has heard of it now.
The first contact between
the school community and
Banner® took place last
week, when students were
required to sign up for
classes using the new sys
tem. On the last day for stu
dent registration, the system
was down and the entire
campus was stuck. At the
Center for Microgravity and

Materials Research, some
body compared the situation
to the Biblical episode of
David and Goliath, "In the
same way David brought
down to his knees the giant,
we all. are now on our knees
in front of the system." For
others, one thing is true; it
was a quite lively day.
Banner® is conceived as
highly integrated software
that can perform the every
day administration of organi
zations ranging from 2,000 to
20,000 human beings. It is
At UAH the mission and
being used in more than 20
SUNY schools and many col wide-scope objectives of the
leges throughout the coun project are ambitious and in
try. Now, all the information volve automating many
concerning students, human tasks. There are hopes to in
resources or finance, for in crease the number of activi
stance, works dependent on ties that students,faculty and
each other in the new system. staff can perform in a self-ser
Along with the unquestion vice manner and via the
able advantages derived from internet; to increase accu
this integration, it also be racy of information; to pro
came immediately clear that vide more efficient methods
when something is wrong, of sharing information; to
everybody shares the prob improve communication; to
reduce the amount of paperlem

President's
Comer

Ryan Schueler
SGA President

work needed to accomplish
administrative tasks; and to
facilitate faculty-student in
teraction.
Whether or not those and
other goals will be fulfilled is
yet to be seen, but it seems
that last week, Banner®
failed on several. According
to Barbara Lucius, Coordina
tor of the Engineering Stu
dent Affairs, engineering stu
dents need to fill out a form
containing the courses they

BANNERonpagelO
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BBQ Fest Winner

'
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Randy Silk of Pi Kappa Alpha, winner of the 2005
UAH Housing BBQ Fest, poses outside the University
Center with his first place trophy.

•

.

Cheerleaders Re-Vamp School Spirit
By Lorirose Belton
Do you have school
spirit?! The members of the
2005-2006 UAH cheer squad
are ready to recharge their
fellow students if last year's
finals left them on low. Cheer
leaders, like many UAH stu
dents, attend school full-time
and often hold down jobs as
well. In addition, they must
maintain a satisfactory grade
point average and attend
training twice a week from 6
to 8a.m. and on Sunday eve
nings. And all the while they
sustain enthusiasm, support
and fortitude consistently
each year for their Chargers
through participation at UAH
athletic events and various
Huntsville community events
during the year. Of course, all
the real work that accompa
nies being a UAH cheerleader
comes only after candidates
'bring it on' at the annual
UAH Cheerleading Team
Spring Tryout Clinic.
Each spring semester,
cheerleading candidates par
ticipate in the clinic where
they endure a vigorous and
challenging audition testing
their level of athleticcheerleading ability and
"overall crowd appeal,

among many other require
ments. The cheerleading can
didates each vie for one of 12
to 16 positions on the squad.
They are judged on overall
quality of ability to perform
various moves such as a
standing back handspring,
round-off back handspring,
elevator extension (full-down
cradle, libratory cradle), and
toe-touch. They are also
judged on their performance
of the cheer and fight song
taught at the clinic. If selected
individuals not only earn a
coveted spot on the
cheerleading team, but one
also earns a scholarship for
the upcoming school year.
Past cheerleaders know
that for the team to be suc
cessful it will take a lot of
work. According to UAH
Cheerleading Coach,Teri Graben, the squad will not let
anything keep them from do
ing what they love, "Most of
the difficulties for the cheer
leaders were faced last year.
With the cheerleaders having
no "real" coach or advisor,
they had no direction or re
spect on campus, no one
wanting to take the cheer
leaders seriously. But, with
an outstanding team last year
and hard work from all of

them. We have overcome
most of our difficulties. Don't
get me wrong we still have
some [difficulties] but, noth
ing like in the past." UAH
Cheerleaders' participation in
the UCA Cheerleader camp
held at UAB, alongside na
tionally ranked cheerleading
teams such as LSU, Auburn,
MSU, UCF, Wallace State
Community College, Snead
State Community College,
Old Miss and Alabama has
helped prepare the team for
the athletic aspect of cheer
ing throughout the school
year. But tenacity, team sup
port, and perseverance will
aid them in managing the rest
of the load they will carry.
The UAH Cheerleaders re
ceived accolades of high
achievement ribbons and an
overall superior trophy dur
ing their time at the UCA
Cheerleader Camp.
Coach Teri Graben of
Arab, AL (now residing in
Huntsville) is a former UAH
cheerleader and Delta Zeta
alumni. She began cheering
in middle school and no
doubt her high school expe
riences as a captain and an
All-Star lends her a great deal
of experience to bring to the
squad. With her guidance and

the leadership of team cap
tain, Jamie Small and co-cap
tain, Megan Smith, the UAH
cheerleaders will be able to
lead the way in school spirit
for 2005-2006. Others on the
squad include Jerrikka Aaron,
Ashley Beckman, Jennifer
Ellzey, Jennifer George,
Whitney Jackson, Katie
Kuberg, Rachel Parson,
Jenny Russell, April Shelton,
Cory AnnTurner, and Britney
Woods.
The UAH Cheerleading
team is still on the lookout for
a new mascot, so anyone in
terested in being the next
Charger Blue, should con
tact Coach Graben at
tericourtney @ hotmail.com
for more information. The
new mascot must be able to
attend any event where

SPIRIT on page 10

How's it going UAH students? Are
classes taking over your life? Is home
work keeping you up all night? If so,
HANG IN THERE. The semester will be
over before you know it.
Due to Hurricane Katrina and the
rough weather associated with the
storm, the Student Government Asso
ciation has rescheduled its Monday
night meeting for Wednesday, August
31st at 8:45 p.m.inUC 131.
Ever wonder why UAH doesn't have
a Radio Station? Think that we should
have one? Well, SGA has a new inno
vative and a cutting-edge alternative to
the radio station dilemma. It is called
Pod Casting... Charger Radio (the cur
rent name of the project) would be
solely online. Students would be able
to download regularly updated MP3s
files that would update them on all UAH
current events and activities. This is a
new project that is only in the develop
ment stages and will be fully underway
in the next few weeks. If you would like
further information on Pod Casting, look
it up on any major search engine. Also,
if anyone is interested in donating
ideas, support, or any other contribu
tions to this effort, please contact the
SGA Office in UC 106 or use the contact
information below.
Unless otherwise announced, all
SGA meetings will be held every Mon
day at 8:45p.m. in UC 131. These meet
ings are open to all students. Come out
Monday nights and voice your opin
ion to your student representatives, so
WE CAN TAKE ACTION.

Until Next Week,
Ryan Schueler
SGA-President
256-824-2728
SGA@UAH.edu
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Hot Coffee and the City
By Clay Johnson
Entertainment Editor
The Grand Theft Auto series of video games has
been a source of controversy since its earliest days as
a 2-D top-down game that, to the technologically-bi
ased gamer, looked to be a throwback to the 16-bit days
even as it appeared on the Sony Playstation. While
that original incarnation stirred the pot a bit, it wasn't
until the series leapt fully-grown into the 3-D battle
field that it became the leading example of why video
games are, to many, evil.
It was popularly known that in Grand Theft Auto 3
one could buy sex from a prostitute and then beat her
to death and take the money back. One could mow
down pedestrians with a drive-by shooting or with any
number of vehicles. One could steal cars from
dealerships or individual drivers and stockpile an as
sortment of "hot" hot rods. All of this took place as
players took control of a character who was, from the
start, intended to be—and thus intended to be played
as—a criminal.
The next iteration of the GTA series came and went
with a firestorm of controversy and, just as the first
one, a boatload of cash for the makers of the game,
Rockstar Games and Take-Two Interactive. But it wasn't
until the latest sequel, GTA: San Andreas, that the
cappuccino hit the fan.
A user mod popped up on the net. Named "Hot
Coffee," it allowed players of the PC version of the
game to play a sex minigame of sorts. In the original
game version, main character CJ (same initials as me!
Aren't you proud, mom?) dates a woman and then, at
the end of the date, is invited into her home for some
hot coffee—just as in the classic Seinfeld episode, cof
fee isn't actually coffee. In the actual game, this is
explicitly obvious due to the sounds emanating from
the house.
The so-called "mod" allows players to play a game
in which a fully-clothed CJ and partially-clothed woman
have relations with the player controlling—ahem—
rhythm to win the game (I wonder what that means...).
At first Rockstar denied that this mod was included in
a complete form in the code of the game, saying that
"hackers created the 'Hot Coffee' modification by dis
assembling and then combining, recompiling and alter
ing the game's source code." It has since been re
vealed that this isn't true, as the minigame can be ac
cessed by using cheat devices such as Action Replay
Max on the PS2 console version of the game (since the
PS2 version is contained on a non-modifiable DVD, the
minigame must be contained, in full, in the code of the
game).
So Rockstar lied, or at least carefully chose their
words in a somewhat dishonest—or, perhaps, igno
rant—way. Soon after this reality was discovered, the
game's Mature rating was transformed by the ESRB to
an Adults-Only rating. This means several retailers,
and in fact most retailers (Best Buy, Target, Wal-Mart,
etc.), will fail to carry the game as-is, and thus Rockstar
must go back and make copies available with no "Hot
Coffee" code remaining on the disc.
They must do this to maintain a Mature rating, clas
sified by the ESRB as "suitable for persons ages 17 and
older. Titles in this category may contain intense vio
lence, blood and gore, sexual content, and/or strong
language." The Adults-Only rating it has been issued
since the discovery of "Hot Coffee" means the game
has "content that should only be played by persons 18
years and older. Titles in this category may include
prolonged scenes of intense violence and/or graphic
sexual content and nudity."
There are many questions that arise from this sce
nario. Firstly, several of the watchdog groups that were
so keen to investigate this controversy have been after
the GTA series for quite some time now. It seems to me
that much of this involves an attempt to find some
thing—anything—that will allow Rockstar to be dam
aged so that this game will hopefully be cleansed from
the scene as an example. The company will of course
lose a fair amount of money as a result of the AO rating
change.

JOHNSON on page 10

Entertainment
A

Grimm
Tale? The Brothers Grimm

same types of tomfoolery that
the brothers employ. How
When someone tries to ever, when Jacob and
tell an origins story, they try Wilhelm arrive, they soon
to incorporate a few intrinsic discover that the forest near
points that can tie the present Marbaden is actually en
to the past. Case in point: the chanted by a witch who aims
latest StarWars movie finally to complement her eternal life
allowed viewers to embrace with eternal beauty, once and
Anakin Skywalker as Darth for all. With aide from a local
Vader and Chancellor trapper named Angelika, the
Palpatine as the dreaded and brothers will try their best to
mantra-spewing Emperor. stand up to such a tall task.
The Brothers Grimm is such Along the way, the audience
a film, except they do not try is privy to the birth of such
to incorporate a few points fairy tales as involve Little
Red Riding Hood, Rapunzel,
but a whole slew of them.
In the film, we are intro Rumpelstiltskin, Hansel and
duced to Wilhelm and Jacob Gretel, Snow White, and an
Grimm. Together, they travel odd variation of the Ginger
the European countryside in bread Man, among others.
Wilhelm Grimm, played by
search of towns to prey upon
with false instances of en Matt Damon, is meant to act
chantment or witchcraft that as the responsible brother
are choreographed and ex who always keeps the pair
ecuted by the Brothers afloat by using his logic, al
Grimm and their cohorts. though he sometimes cannot
Townsfolk are scared into seem to accept the magical
paying the brothers whatever elements that play out right
is demanded in order to be in front of his face. Jacob
rid of the "evil" that has taken Grimm, as portrayed by
Heath Ledger, is the fantasti
root in their town.
Then, a French com cally-inclined brother, always
mander captures the brothers writing down the tales and
and forces them to working them so that they
Marbaden, a town that has make for something more en
lost nine little girls to the tertaining. Interestingly

By Nathaniel Pence

Ledger and Damon play Grimm siblings

enough, it is Jacob's ideology
and wishful thinking that
caused their sister to die
when they were children.
Jacob was tasked with sell
ing the family cow for medi
cine money, but he ex
changed the creature for
"magical" beans. Wilhelm
seems to throw it in his face
every chance he gets as pure
jest, but when it matters most,
he tries to help Jacob see that
living out any fantasy will not
bring back their ill-fated sis
ter, though the revelatory

scene is played down a bit
despite the fact that it seems
key as to why Jacob is ob
sessed with mythical stories.
The movie, as written by
Ehren Kruger of The Ring
fame and directed by the ac
claimed Terry Gilliam, is meant
to be crafted beautifully with
very interesting shots, but
something about the editing
has left the final product feel
ing a little choppy. I cannot
explain it, but it seems that
cuts from one scene to the

PENCE on page 10

Go Greek at Papa Gyros
By Marie Nefertiti
Fans of ethnic cuisine
have long lamented south
west Huntsville's unfortunate
lack of good Greek food es
tablishments. Thankfully, all
that changed a little more than
half a year ago with the open
ing of Papa Gyros, a small
Mediterranean fast food res
taurant located less than five
minutes away from UAH.
Since its grand opening in
January of 2005, Papa Gyros
has steadily been gaining a
reputation as one of the best
fast food establishments in
the city of Huntsville.
The idea for Papa Gyros
originated in a Williams Ser
vice station on highway 53
which served homemade gy
ros (pronounced Y E E ROW): Mediterranean pita
wrap sandwiches made with
fresh vegetables and a dis
tinctive cucumber sauce. Pa
trons of the station loved the
sandwiches so much that
they encouraged the owner

to expand the concept into a than thirty selections in all. creamy. For dessert, an as
full-scale restaurant. Luckily Choices range from the $2.99 sortment of Greek and Ameri
for Huntsvillians, he happily hummus dip appetizer to the can selections is offered,from
acquiesced, and Papa Gyros $10.99 Tilapia Plate, with at chocolate chip cookies to
least half of the offerings be baklava and kataifi. The
was bom.
Located in a strip mall on ing vegetarian-friendly. Friazo Mini Ice Cream Cakes
University Drive, just west of Highly recommended are the are also excellent and come
Wynn Drive (next to Chili's), Fried Eggplant Wrap—a in several delightful flavors.
Of course, like everything,
Papa Gyros is decorated in an gyro-style wrap served on
interesting Greek/Mediterra grilled pita bread and made Papa Gyros does have a few
nean style. The sounds of with fried eggplant, feta low points. Some of the
upbeat Mediterranean music cheese, cucumber sauce, and menu itemsmay bea bit pricey
fill the air, mingling with the fresh tomatoes, onions, and for a student's budget, and a
aromas emanating from the peppers—and
the few of the desserts leave
grill. However, the most strik Spanakopita Platter—a heap something to be desired. The
ing thing one notices upon ing sampler including cookies and baklava, while
entering the restaurant is the spanakopita (triangular spin- excellent most days, are oc
genuine friendliness of the ach-and-cheese pies with a casionally a bit dry and stale.
workers. The owner, Mike flaky fried crust), hummus dip For the most part, however,
Adibi, has a friendly word for with seared pita bread Papa Gyros is an exception
everyone and seems to re squares, Greek salad with ally high quality fast-food
member every customer who Papa Gyros' unforgettable experience, and one can eas
returns for another serving of house vinaigrette-style ily see why it has become so
gyro goodness.
dressing, rice pilaf, and fresh popular so quickly. All food
...Not that Papa Gyros fruit slices...you might want connoisseurs, vegetarians,
only serves gyros. The res to bring a friend to share this fans of ethnic food, and any
taurant may be small, but the one.
one tired of eating the same
menu is anything but, offer
Also recommended are old hamburgers and pizza are
ing a vast array of Greek, Papa Gyros' fresh smoothies, highly advised to visit Papa
Mediterranean, and Middle blended with yogurt instead Gyros and see for themselves
Eastern entrees, with more of ice so they are extra what all the fuss is about.

The Exponent currently has positions available for en
tertainment writers. If you are interested please con
tact
Clay
Johnson
via
email
at
entertain@exponent.uah.edu
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The Best of Summer Music
that might resemble a guilty Jay-Z mix, Grey Album) as nality and seemingly can do
pleasure. Annie sings and their new producer, and this no wrong. Daniel's falsetto
vocals are on point through
So after the festival of hate dances through twelve is where most of the record's
out the entire record, strings
that was my last article, it is synth-heavy tracks with no strength lies. The songs are
lend to a pleasing orchestral
time to bring you what is, in pretension whatsoever. She tightly crafted with clever lyr
sound, and the piano assures
my most humble of opinions, has fun on this record, and it ics and memorable guests like
De La Soul and Ike Turner. listeners that, yes, there are
the best music that the sum is all too infectious.
The White Stripes ven They also released what other lead instruments than
mer had to offer. The past
a guitar.The most impressive
three months had its fair tured slightly from their well- turned out to be one of the
sound in Gimme Fiction is
share of bad music, but there traveled drum and guitar best singles of the summer in
the bass. It weaves in and out
were some exceptional game plan this summer with "Feel Good, Inc." As long as
of
each song, popping up
Get Behind Me Satan. In then- Gorillaz continue to improve
records released as well.
when
needed and highlight
The seldom heard Suljan discovery of a piano, the on the accessibility of their
ing
the
rest of the band when
Stevens continues his ridicu White Stripes have added to music without losing too
not.
What
Spoon has created
lously ambitious effort to their music whilst leaving much of their innovation, the
in
Gimme
Fiction has
dedicate an album to every little out. While it doesn't ex future of music is looking
eclipsed
everything
they
state in the union with Illi hibit a completely different pretty bright.
have
done
in
their
career,
and
Without a doubt, the best
nois. Stevens' follow up to sound, the record is a breath
what
everyone
else
has
tried
2004's Seven Swans is an ex of fresh air from the band's album this summer was
to do this year... so far.
pansion on an Indie Rock first four outings. What came Spoon's Gimme Fiction.
So there they are. This
genre that has seemed to fall off as limited in previous Through eleven perfectly
summer
has produced some
by the wayside lately. A wide records reveal nothing but crafted songs, Brit Daniel's
pretty
enjoyable
albums and
array of orchestral sounds potential in Get Behind Me band has built a monument
a
few
that
will
stand
the test
adds to the already large Satan. They fail to top then- to modern rock. The first
of
time,
but
the
year
is not
scope of the album. As cliche last effort, Elephant, but Jack single, "I Turn My Camera
over.
The
rest
of
2005
could
and corny as it may sound, and Meg White have put to On" brings the funk on per
shape
up
to
be
a
great
few
haps the greatest lust-at-firstStevens takes the listener on gether some pretty memo
months
for
the
music
world
a journey from the first track rable tracks. The songs here sight song ever written. "The
with new releases from Kanye
to the last. The quirky and in are simple as well, and thrive Infinite Pet" takes what is
West,
Ryan Adams, Franz
trospective lyrics travel hand in their lack of complexity. best about Coldplay's new
Ferdinand,
The Strokes, and
album and perfects it. The
in hand with the horns, pi "Blue Orchid" and "My Door
Outkast
all
scheduled.
entire record has a layered,
ano, and bells peppered bell" are the two standouts,
sinister, and ominous feel to
throughout the album. Illi but the whole record is defi
it. Spoon thrives in their origi
nitely
a
keeper.
nois is sure to earn Sufjan
At
first
I
honestly
did
not
Stevens a well deserved loyal
think that I would enjoy
following.
When I heard that long Coldplay's X&Y at all. I fig
time Missy Elliot collabora ured it would be a sob-fest,
tor and producer, Timbaland but it certainly was not as
was set to produce only two depressing as I thought it
Calandar of Eventsfor the City of HuntsviUe
tracks on her new album, I would be. Chris Martin has
Sept 1 Concerts at the Library @ Huntsville Public
began to cultivate extremely created and perfected a
low expectations for it. I ini whole new genre full of a sort
Library, First Floor Atrium
tially thought that it was of non-emo moping and
Sept 2 "City Lights" Concert Series #6 featuring
these low standards I had set somehow actually makes it
William Kanengiser @ Burritt on the Mountain, Hunts
which made me like it so much, work. As with a few other
but after a few more listens I records on this list, it takes
ville, AL
grew to genuinely appreciate more than just a few listens
Sept 3 Glaciers Concert Series @ Ice Complex,
the record for what it was. for this to grow on you. It is a
Probably the most entertain pretty hefty time commitment,
Huntsville, AL
ing entry in Missy's catalog. no doubt, but it is definitely
Sept 3 Jack Johnson in Concert @ Chastain Park
The Cookbook plays more worth it. The record begins
like a New Year's Eve party appropriately with "Square
Amphitheatre, Atlanta, GA
compilation than anything One" and carries the listener
Sept 5 Concerts in the Park featuring Margie
else, but she still pulls it off. through thirteen expansive
Cumbie, Tina Turner Review, Rocket City Brass, and
With every record, she serves tracks. Martin's vocals hold
Charlie Lyle Orchestra @ Big Spring Park, Huntsville,
up more of the same and up amazingly in the perfectly
somehow manages to make atmospheric "Fix You," and
AL
it sound different. This is no the hidden track, "Til King
Sept 6 Sigur Ros in Concert @ Atlanta Symphony
exception. My only qualm dom Come," caps off the
with it is the abundance of record nicely.
Hall, Atlanta, GA
It must be nice to have
guests—Mary J. Blige, Slick
Rick, and The Neptunes your own supergroup. When
Top Ten Movies
Blur frontman, Damon
among them.
Albarn,
isn't
putting
in
time
1.
The
40-Year-Old Virgin
The UK version of the
with
his
own
band,
he
spends
2.
The
Brothers Grimm
next album on the list was
his
days
heading
up
the
car
3. Red Eye
actually released in March of
4. Four Brothers
this year, but its American toon band, Gorillaz. You might
5. Wedding Crashers
counterpart came out in remember their self-titled ef
6. The Cave
June. So, despite my insanely fort from 2001, as it featured
7. March of the Penguins
high standards (yeah, right), the track "Clint Eastwood,"
8. The Skeleton Key
we can still consider it "sum which was probably one of
9. Valiant
mer music". Annie is an older, the most interesting singles
10. The Dukes of Hazzard
wiser, Norwegian Britney of the year. Gorillaz recognize
Top Ten Albums
the
flaws
apparent
in
their
Spears crossed with Kylie
1. Most Wanted Hilary Duff
Minogue and her debut al first record: it was a bit too
2. Time Well Wasted Brad Paisley
bum, Anniemal, is a perfect experimental and not acces
3. The Emancipation of Mimi Mariah Carey
example of what pop music sible enough to the masses.
4.
Now 19 Various Artists
shoftid be. It's fun and With their new album, Demon
5.
Don't Tread on Me 311
danceable, effortless and Days, they sacrifice little of
6.
Monkey
Business The Black Eyed Peas
simple. The greatest songs the progress exhibited in their
7.
Chapter
V Staind
on the record are the least self-titled outing, but the
8.
Fireflies
Faith Hill
complicated; both vocally music itself is easily digest
9.
Breakaway
Kelly Clarkson
and musically. They provide ible and a lot more manage
10.
Let's
Get
It:
Thug Motivation 101 Young
instant gratification with a able. They also picked up
Jeezy
complete lack of anything Danger Mouse (The Beatles;
„
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By Sean Magers

GOJJTtfH
OPPORTUNITIES

Cade McKee
ACE President

John Kiser
ACE Vice President
Well children, here we are again. An
other week has passed, and school is re
ally hard. Like trying to pick a shirt for a
date but realizing it's pointless because
she's not going to like me because I'm fat
and stupid and I'll probably end up work
ing at a bowling alley and driving a rusted
out El Camino for the rest of my hard life.
Man, how are we going to make it? I'll tell
you how. Let me paint you a picture. Me,
you, a bottle of the finest wine you can
pick up from the local five and dime, the
lights are turned down low, a little Barry
White in the background, soft-core porn
on the TV. You know where this is headed,
nowhere fast. Odds are you'll think I m a
freak for listening to Barry White and leave
me to my own workings and ajar of petro
leum jelly.
I digress, what I should be writing about
is ACE. See I have a problem with focus. I
get off on tangents that have actually noth
ing to do with ACE or promote any of the
so-called "family values." Takefor instance
the time I was out with my good friend,
Cade McKee, it was late, and maybe we
were somewhere we shouldn't have been.
Who knows, it was long ago and did I for
got to mention I have a tendency to lie.
Anyway, where was I? Cade, me, long ago,
got it. So, it was dark, (by the way Cade is
scared of the dark) maybe we should have
turned on some lights, but hindsight is 20/
20 so get off me. Let me wrap this up for
you because, after all, I think this is an ar
ticle about ACE. The night ends up with
Cade being drug home by a pack of ex
tremely short men dressed in Care Bear
suits. Weird I know, but seriously have
you met Cade or me for that fact? I mean
any given time of the day you can find us
in a ball pit at Chuck E. Cheese's. You
wanna do something about it? Take a num
ber and meet Jeff Graham outside the UC
for a caged death match. EYI: Jeff is an
octagon champion old school style.
Um, thanks John. Hey, this is Frog
with ACE's Fan of the Week. This week's
fan is... Jeremy Cheek! Although he was
not able to make it to the event last week,
he was busy getting his frat ready to host
an excellent party to which ACE was in
vited. And what a party! If you were not
there, Jeremy let us use freshmen as horses
in a jousting contest. Our esteemed presi
dent, Cade McKee, was defeated by Cheek
in the championship joust, but because he
didn't finish Cade off afterwards with his
sword (which was also a freshman), he has
rightfully earned Fan of the Week. Behead
ing anACE member automatically disquali
fies you to be Fan of the Week, so good
call on Cheek's part. For those of you that
were at the party and deny that any of thi s
ever happened, you are a liar and should
never be trusted again. I hate liars.
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Sports

Sportsline
A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICS

Volleyball
(2-1, 0-0)
UNA Classic, Florence, AL
August 26 Lynn 3, UAH 1
August 27 UAH 3, Albany State 0
August 27 UAH 3, USC-Upstate 0
Upcoming Games:
Harding Tournament, Searcy, AR
September 2 Henderson State, 10 a.m.
September 2 SW Oklahoma State, 2 pm
September 3 Central Arkansas, 11:30 pm
September 3 Harding, 5 pm
September 6 Lee University, 6 pm

Men's Soccer
(0-2, 0-0)
August 27 Mid Continent 2, UAH 1(OT)
August 29 Lambuth 2, UAH 0
Upcoming Games:
September 2 Rollins, 2 pm
September 4 Florida Southern, 2:30 pm

Women's Soccer
(1-1,0-0)
August 26 Florida Tech 2, UAH 1
August 28 UAH 2, Eckerd 0
Upcoming Games:
September 2 Rollins, 4:30 pm
September 4 Florida Southern, Noon

Crosscountry
Lady Chargers (0-0)
Chargers (0-0)
September 10 UAH Invitational, Huntsville, AL

Lady Chargers Pick Up Two Wins
By Candice Burch
UAH volleyball started
off the 2005 season on a good
note by sweeping South
Carolina-Upstate and Albany
State at the UNA Ricatoni's/
Webster Inn Classic in Flo
rence, Alabama this weekend.
The Lady Chargers played
their season opener on Fri
day and faced tough com
petitors from Lynn Univer
sity. The women fought hard
and hung close with Lynn in
games one and two and
clearly dominated game three
delivering a30-12 win. Game
four was also very competi
tive, but due to a few attack
errors UAH fell short of a win
and lost the game 27-30. Se
nior, Emily Miller, had an im
pressive performance versus
Lynn, producing 18 digs and
kills and leading the team with
20.5 points. Senior, Bethany
Holder, also had a great con

test finishing with 17.5 points
and 15 kills along with Jun
ior, Kim Beesley, who came
up with 15 points,12 kills, and
10 digs. Senior setter,
Samantha Polkowski, helped
the team by contributing an
astonishing 48 assists and
her younger sister, Shannon,
earned 8 points and 6 kills
during her first college match.
The final match score of
UAH vs. Lynn was 26-30,3032,30-12,27-30.
On Saturday the Lady
Chargers were in full com
mand the entire three games
against Albany State. UAH
won easily, thrashing its op
ponents 30-17,30-17,30-22.
Newcomers, Kelly Ingram,
Shannon Polkowski, Jessica
Huckabee, and Whitney
Corder, all saw action and
helped bring in the victory.
Holder led the team in stats
by pitching in 11kills and 12.5
points to the contest. Junior,
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2005 UAH Volleyball Team

Natalie Katsikas, paced UAH
in assists by contributing 31.
Later on in the day, UAH
challenged USC Upstate for
its last competition of the
UNA tournament. The
women had no problems
notching a win over the Spar
tans 30-24,30-26,30-23. Se
niors, Molly Healey and
Emily Miller, and junior,
Kristen Wengert, added 12
points a piece to ensure the
win. Wengert along with
Miller and Holder went down

in the scorebooks by tallying
10 kills each, and Samantha
Polkowski commanded the
team in assists, accumulating
37.
The Lady Chargers are
traveling to Searcy, Arkan
sas, September 2nd-3rd for the
Harding Tournament. UAH
will square off against
Henderson State and SW
Oklahoma State on Friday and
Central Arkansas and
Harding on Saturday.

Lady Soccer Splits First Road Tri
By Brian Massey
Last season the UAH
Women's Soccer Team shut
out Florida Tech and Eckerd
College. They faced each col
lege last week and will return
home with a 1-1 record.
The Chargers would not
fair as well in their 2005 pair
ing with Florida Tech. The
ladies dropped the season
opener 2-1 Friday in
Melbourne, Florida.
After 34 minutes of in
tense scoreless action,
Florida Tech hung their first
goal of the 2005 season on
the scoreboard. Tech's For
ward, Kelli Hurate, the senior
from Manteca, California
scored after an assist from
junior, Miranda Tessier.
The score would remain
0-1 in favor of the Panthers
for the remainder of the first
half. Seven minutes after re
suming play in the second
half, UAH senior, Lindsey
Schemenaur, scored her first

of presumably many goals of h
the season, tying the game te
1-1. Schemenaur increased
her school all-time goal record
to 43.
With less than nine min
utes remaining in regulation
play, and overtime looming,
the Panthers' Kelli Hurate
SL.
broke the 1-1 tie with her sec O111
K
ond goal of the game. Sopho WmBM.
2005 Lady Charger Soccer Team
more, Erika Hildreth, was
credited with the assist as son and the second of her On the other hand the Lady
Tech took the 2-1 lead and collegiate career. Schemenaur Chargers kept Eckerd's
eventually the victory by the was credited with an assist goaltender, Caitlin McClure,
same score.
on the play.
busy throughout the game.
After losing to Florida
Amy Coleman would tack UAH tallied a total of 25
Tech on Friday, the team trav on the Chargers' second goal shots, 14 in the first-half and
eled to St. Petersburg, Florida of the day. Coleman's unas 11 in the second.
on Sunday. There they faced sisted goal was her first with
The Lady Chargers return
Eckerd College, who had also the Chargers after a deco home to play two games this
lost their season opener rated prep career at Dobyns weekend. They will be facing
against Columbus State (0-1). Bennett High, in Kingsport, Rollins and Florida Southern
UAH held the Tritons to Tennessee. The second goal as part of a Men/Women's
only one shot in the first half. would not be anything more doubleheaders on Friday
The two teams went into half- than the icing on the cake, and Sunday evenings.
time scoreless. A little after sealing the 2-0 victory.
Rollins is 1-0 and Florida
eight minutes into the second
UAH held the Tritons to Southern is 0-1-1.
half, Abby Jones scored her only 3 shots the entire game
first goal of the young sea- and only one shot on goal.
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Please direct any questions or comments about the sports section
to Heather Evans via email at sports @exponent.uah.edu
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Men's Soccer Team Still Confident Campus Chatter
By Johnathon Justice

The UAH Men's Soccer
team had their season opener
this weekend versus the na
tionally ranked Mid-Conti
nent Cougars. The Chargers
came out strong and set the
pace for the whole game, fast
and physical. The Chargers
and the Cougars battled it
out for forty-five straight
minutes without any goals.
The Chargers knocked on
the Cougar's door many
times with crossed balls
across the face of the net but
unable to convert these op
portunities kept the game at
0-0.

Chase Tidmore, defen
sive back created many prob
lems for the Cougars with his
aggressive play and ability to
shutdown the attack and was
able keep them scoreless as
well in the first half. In the
second half, the fans got
what they came for, a very
exciting game.After a pep talk
from Coach Carlos Petersen,

the guys were ready to come
out strong again. In the 47th
minute, the Cougars attacked
strong only to be denied by
Senior goalkeeper, JoelTruitt,
who deflected a great shot
over the goal. Not long after
that great save, UAH Fresh
men forward, Jarad Peltier,
dribbled past the keeper and
blasted one to the back of the
net, giving the Chargers a one
goal lead. The Chargers
fought hard to maintain this
lead, including Senior,
Fernando Adorni, who
earned a yellow card for his
extra effort to win the ball.
The Cougars once again
started their attack against
the Chargers, this time they
succeeded with a deflected
shot into the back of the net
to make it a 1-1 game in the
87lh minute. With ninety min
utes over, the game headed
to overtime. Overtime is sud
den death with two ten
minute halves. The game
ended soon after overtime
started. The Cougars broke

Which UAH sport are you most looking forward
to this semester?

By Heather Evans

2005 Charger Soccer Team

through the Charger's de
fense and were able to poke
in a goal. The Men's Soccer
team played well Saturday
and carried their same domi
nating game over to
Monday's game against
Lambuth University.
The game on Monday
was extremely wet due to
Hurricane Katrina's rain. Yet
the Chargers came out strong
as always and set the pace
for the whole game once
again. Early in the game,
Charger's goalkeeper, Truitt,
earned himself a red card and

is
See page 9 for the
fall intramural
sports schedule
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forced the team to play one
man down the rest of the
game. Lambuth saw this op
portunity and converted
twice before the game was
over. The Chargers domi
nated on the field, although
they were unable to put the
ball in the back of the net.
They even controlled the ball
for seventy minutes of the
ninety minute game. The fi
nal score was 2-0 in
Lambuth's favor. The next
game for the Men's Soccer
team will be at Charger Field,
Friday at 2:30 pm.

April Shelton
Junior
Secondary Education - History
"...Basketball, because it's my first year to
cheer for UAH."

k i

Sean Magers

Joel Truitt

Senior
Communication Arts
"I'm looking forward to the UAH Soccer teams win
ning the GSC tournament."

Charger Soccer Athlete

Joel Truitt

What is your middle name?
Michael

When is your birthday?

Interested in covering
UAH sports for the
Exponent?

December 14,1983

What is one character trait you like in other
people?
Loyalty

What is one character trait you despise in other
people?
Dishonesty

Do you have any pets? If so, give theirnames and
what type of animal(s).

Lauren Johnson
Freshman
German
..Hockey, because I've never been to a hockey
game before."

A mutt puppy named Clementine

What is your dream vehicle?
Something that is paid for and runs

Who is your dream dinner guest?
No one famous...my girlfriend!

What is your favorite restaurant?

Contact Sports Editor
Heather Evans at
sports@exponent.uah.edu
or call 824-6090.

A place in Arizona- "BK's Hot Dog Stand"

What is your favorite movie of all-time?
There are so many...I guess "Fight Club"

What is your favorite XV. Show?
Ducktails

What is your favorite dessert?
IceCream

What do you likemost about UAH?
The weather...just kidding...the people!

What made you decide to attend UAH?
Soccer

What is your favorite class?
Media Writing 405...I learne a lot in that class!

Who was your favorite instructor?
Any teacher that I am taking now.. .and Dr. Ferris.
She's tough but gets you through!

Dana Graham
Senior
Communication Arts/ Spanish
"I'm really looking forward to Charger Basketball,
because it's the most exciting sport on UAH's cam
pus besides soccer."
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Last Thursday's
Emergency

Editorial

By Joseph Terrell
Editor-in-Chief

I really had no trouble at all deciding what to
write about in this week's column. As of last
Thursday, the top story on campus is still the
incident that occurred on the crosswalk located
halfway between Morton Hall and Roberts Hall;
a student was struck by a pickup truck while
walking to class. Unfortunately, I happened to
be an eyewitness to this event, soI'll share with
you my perspective.
Surreal would be a good word to describe my
experience. You just don't believe what is un
folding before your eyes. In one moment a
healthy individual is thrown to the ground, ly
ing motionless.This is the first scene I saw while
driving towards Roberts Hall. The truck that
struck the student came from the opposite di
rection, making contact at the crosswalk.
Well, I'll tell you the truth of the matter. When
I saw this happen, it took at least 5-10 good sec
onds for my mind to process what I had just
witnessed. However, all of us who saw the acci
dent quickly shut off our engines and made our
way to the scene, calling for help, and waiting
for the first responders to arrive. To my sur
prise, the UAH police arrived almost instanta
neously, less than a minute and a half at the
most, but then again, maybe one's sense of time
becomes temporarily warped after witnessing
traumatic events. Anyhow, after the police ar
rived (at least four patrol cars), those of us who
had pulled over to help got back in our vehicles
and left. It is not something one wants to do in
an emergency, but in this situation, we were prob
ably doing more harm than good, blocking the
path of the ambulance which was on its way to
the scene.
How did this happen? Was it a question of
not being able to see the student approaching
the crosswalk? If this scenario had presented
itself in the spring semester, I would say 'more
than likely,' due to the fact that the area was
lined with thick shrubbery. But during the sum
mer, and as many of you have noticed, those
shrubs were chopped down, eliminating the po
tential hazard. Yet still, an event like this was
able to occur. Was the truck just going too fast
to react in time or was it brake trouble? Anyway,
if any good comes from this situation whatso
ever, I would hope that people realize how insig
nificant getting quickly to one's destination is
compared to the significance of crippling or kill
ing someone in the process. Hopefully the stu
dent injured in this accident will fully recover
from this needless incident. Please watch for pe
destrians on the crosswalks, and for that matter,
anywhere on a college campus.
I'll use the remainder of this column to dis
cuss some of the new features to the Exponent
you might have noticed in last week's paper. First
of all, the entertainment section is home to a
new column: ACE in Your Face. I'm sure anyone
who has read it will agree with me that it is quite
humorous (serious understatement). This is the
brainchild of your ACE President, Cade McKee,
and Vice President, John Kiser. It is created for
your enjoyment, so enjoy! And some of you
might have noticed the DoodlePad on page 15.
Well, at the time (12:30am), it seemed like a good
idea, but in hindsight, it is kind of tacky, so you
will not be seeing it anymore. We, at the Expo
nent, are still open to new ideas for the paper, so
if you think you have something send us an
email at editor@exponent.uah.edu and we'll give
it every consideration, but no guarantees. Send
us an email if you want to write for us too, (you'll
find this to be a common theme throughout the
semester).

Dear Suzy
Dear Suzy,
I want to get in
shape by Christmas. My ex
is going to be in town and I
want her to see me as better
fit. Any suggestions?

—TJ.

The deadline for Dear Suzy letters is Sunday at midnight Letters should be sent to
uahdearsuzy@yahoo.com. Anonymity will be preserved in Dear Suzy letters. Suzy is a UAH
student and is not a licensed psychologist or therapist. Her advice is based on her own
experience and should never be taken as the advice of a physician or therapist Her opinions
do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Exponent, staff members, or the University of
Alabama in Huntsville.

gestions on eating habits on
keeping the weight off. Also,
take a look at their website,
www.bodyforhfe.com. I have
heard many success stories
from this program and I hope
it works for you, too!

DearTJ.,
I recommend you
take a look at Body for Life, a
book by Bill Phillips. It con
tains a great program that is
12 weeks long and helps you
lose fat and increase your
strength. It also gives sug-

DearSuzy,
I thought I had
enough money to pay for a
dorm room this year, but I
ended up short. I am not eli
gible for a loan from the bank
and my parents aren't help-

ingmeout!! What should I
do?

—Anonymous
Dear Anonymous,
Go see DeloisSmith
in Student Affairs. She is a
wonderful lady and she
started a program a year or
two ago on helping students!
This program is made up of
donated money to help stu
dents, so when a student
needs money in a situation
like yours, Student Affairs will
help out by lending you

money to help pay for thi
dorms or other expenses
They would like to be paii
back when you have ;
chance to earn enougl
money, however, they aren'
demanding, understanding i
it might take you more timi
to do so. It would be a ter
rible thing if every studen
took some money from thi
account and never paid i
back. There wouldn't bi
money left for other students
I hope this helps you out!

The Exponent
(256) 824-6090
104 University Center
Huntsville, Alabama
35899
The Exponent is a student paper that is run by students
for students. The paper, published weekly, is under the
advisement of Dr. Mitch Berbrier. All UAH students are en
couraged to submit articles to the Exponent at any time
throughout the semester. Students interested in becoming
a regular writer for the Exponent can contact the Chief
Editor, Joseph Terrell, via the contact information listed
above. The UAH Exponent office is located in the Univer
sity Center in Room 104, directly across from the SGA
office. Feel free to drop by and let us know what you think
of the paper!

NEED A JOB?
The Exponent currently has positions available for writers. If
you are intrested please contact Joseph Terrell via email at
editor@exponent.uah.edu
4
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Fall Intramural Sports
Team Sports (days played)

Registration

Captain's Meeting

Game Dates

Tournament

Flag Football (Sundays)

Sept. 3 - Sept. 12, 2005

Sept. 16 @ TBA

Sept. 18,25, Oct. 2, 16

Oct. 23

4-on-4 Sandpit (Sundays)

Sept. 3 - Sept. 12, 2005

Sept. 16 @ TBA

Sept. 17,24, Oct. 1, 15

Oct. 22

6-Pack Soccer (Tuesdays)

Sept. 3 - Sept. 12, 2005

Sept. 16 @ TBA

Sept. 20,27, Oct. 4

Oct. 11

Raquetball (TBA)

Sept. 3 - Sept. 12, 2005

Sept. 16 @ TBA

Dodgeball (TBA)

Oct. 4 - Oct. 14, 2005

TBA

TBA

TBA

3 on 3 Basketball (TBA)

Oct. 4 - Oct. 14, 2005

TBA

N/A

TBA

Ping Pong (TBA)

Oct. 4 - Oct. 14, 2005

TBA

N/A

TBA

Badminton (TBA)

Oct. 4 - Oct. 14, 2005

TBA

N/A

TBA
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Courtesy of www.uah.edu/intramural/
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Editor's Note: The Exponent reserves the right to edit all submissions for content. Due to space
requirements, please limit content to approximately 75 words. All submissions must be given directly to
Joseph Terrell, Editor at The Exponent office, 104 University Center or email to Joseph Terrell at
exponent@email.uah.edu no later than 2 pm on Sunday. No submissions left in the drop box will be
printed.

UAH Arab Club: Free Arabic Classes starting Tuesday September 6. Classes will be
held Monday through Thursday. Stay tuned for the class times. For more information
email the UAH Arab Club at uaharabclub@yahoo.com.

UAH College Democrats Organizational Meeting, September 6 at 4:00pm, in Morton
Hall room 337. Come for officer elections, discussion, and event planning. If you would
like to join but cannot attend, email sterhigh@yahoo.com

The Editor is BORED!
Send letters to the editor to
editor@exponent.uah.edu. Please include your name
and contact information.
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BELTON from page1
tion of what MCHD defines
as a "Food service establish
ment," meaning that "any
place...where food for indi
vidual portion service is pre
pared, stored, held.. .includes
any such place regardless of

weather consumption is on or
off the premises." This term
also includes delicatessen
type operations that prepare
food intended for individual
portion service and all
schools and day care centers.

The term does not, however,
include private gatherings
with a limited and identifiable
membership where no sale of
food takes place. "A sale of
food shall be any situation in
which there is a charge for

profit for the food, or a mem
bership fee is required for
entry or participation." Be
cause the UC is part of a pub
lic school, as defined under
MCHD as a "Food service
establishment," maintaining

the food permit requires the
UC to regulate outside food
being brought into the build
ing for student events if
profit is involved. Stay tuned
for the second half of the UC
food policy debacle, where

UC Director, Doug Saunders
will respond to the current
food policy in conjunction
with the Madison County
Health Department's regula
tions.

concerns for students and tabase and allows the web
the same amount of work for service be active 24x7. In ad
everyone else.
dition, this new system inter
Still, Banner® seems to be faces with the user through
a huge and greatly advanta browser technology, allow
geous system. The project, ing any personal computer,
developed by the Implemen including Macintosh, on the
tation Management Team at web page, www.uah.edu/
UAH, looks ambitious and banner."
even has a newsletter, "The
Banner® is, beyond any
Banner Brigade.',' Banner® is doubt, an enforcement of the
the replacement system for federal law that requires pro
another product of Sungard tection and privacy of stu
SCT, IA PLUS, the previous dent data (FERPA, since
software used here. PLUS 1974). The implementation of
was a client-server, a decen the new system will eventu
tralized system. On the con ally wipe out the previous
trary, Banner® is a web- one, and one of the conse
based data administration quences related to security is
with two faces: the Self-Ser- the recent creation of an "A
vice Banner (SSB) and the number" for every student.
Internet Native Banner (INS). This number substitutes the
"Banner® uses only one da former SSN for student iden-

tification, as it has been until
now for residents and Ameri
can citizens.
The execution of Ban
ner® is not only happening
at UAH, but in other educa
tional institutions in the state
of Alabama as well. Neither
Janet Waller, the Registrar,
nor Mr. Malcolm Rice, Direc
tor of Administrative Com
puting, have details. Also,
Mr. Donald Halverstadt,
Vice-president of Computer
and Network Services (CNS)
and head of the Implementa
tion Management Team, was
unavailable for comment. The
only indirect available infor
mation is on the internet,
where it can be read that Ban
ner® was chosen, "after a
nine-month evaluation of

Oracle and SCT system re
quested by the Board of
Trustees and made in con
junction with the University
of Alabama in Tuscaloosa
and Birmingham." It also
states that UAH and UA
have converted to the entire
system, while UAB is only
incorporating the SCT stu
dent section. All these ques
tions and others, such as
how much money this sys
tem costs to UAH, have yet
to be answered.
Even though the registra
tion system worked defi
ciently last week and many
students complained, when
asked, there was still opti
mism and the belief that the
system, in general, will be
better than the previous one.

For example, Kofi Gyasi, a
sophomore in Management
and Administration, found it
easier and faster to handle
when working, and Katie, a
student of Sociology and
Psychology, stated, "If the
new Banner® system proves
to make it easier and more
secure for UAH students to
access necessary resources
online, then it will be worth
the inconveniences involved
in switching." Finally, Matt,
a M.I.S. major said, "Once the
new system works out its
kinks, everything should go
smoother."

know how to ice skate!Also,
there is still one more oppor
tunity to participate with this
year's UAH Cheerleading
team during the open cheer
leader tryout to be held on
the 4th of September! So, if

you have what it takes to be
a UAH mascot or cheerleader,
be sure to tryout. But if not,
the UAH Cheerleading team,
along with Coach Graben encourage UAH Students,
"...to attend basketball

games, hockey games, and
other UAH sporting events.
Come out and support your
athletic teams! UAH athletes
work hard at practice and sac
rifice a lot to represent UAH
within their conference. So,

the cheerleaders challenge
each student to show their
appreciation for the athletes
by attending sporting
events. The best way for the
UAH students to support
the cheerleaders is come to

the games, yell with the cheer
leaders, show school spirit,
and be proud to be a UAH
Charger." Congratulations to
2005-2006 UAH Cheerlead
ers!

Brothers Grimm averages
out around two hours. Learn
ing that Johnny Depp had
been chosen to play Wilhelm
Grimm before Damon (the

studio said Depp could not
do it) makes me wonder how
different it could have been.
Well, if wonders were horses,
then they could eat up a small

child, as is depicted in the film
(even though I cannot recall
a fairy tale that involved a
horse eating a child or any
thing else).

In the end, it is a brief en
deavor into a comedic and
fantastic realm that does aim
to please, though it also has
the potential to make you

say, "That was a weird
movie," because sometimes
it really does feel that way.

to me. By the same token, I
can't say that I find the "Hot
Coffee" discovery to cause
the game to leap all that far in
the realms of violence and
sexual content. There is no
nudity in "Hot Coffee," and
the sex is barely more graphic
than the infamous car forni

cation of previous GTA
games.
The controversy is just
getting started, with Jack
Thompson, one of the GTA
witch hunt leaders, now go
ing after The Sims 2 for pedophilic content, nudity, and
the like. The misunderstand-

ing of video games is neverending it seems, with many
saying the games' "interac
tive" nature causes them to
be more harmful to children
and many not recognizing
that the GTA games should
never be in the hands of mi
nors in the first place, assum

ing that the parents act re
sponsibly. Also, apparently
the fact that slightly cen
sored scenes from the game
appear regularly on televi
sion discussions about the
game is not an issue, and the
fact that pornography can be
more easily accessed from the

internet than "Hot Coffee"
can from San Andreas is ir
relevant. I find the issue to
be fairly silly when placed in
perspective. E-mail me at
entertain @ exponent.uah.edu
and tell me your thoughts.

BANNER from page 3
want to take and have that
paper approved and signed
up by their advisor. After that,
students must complete their
registration online and by
themselves. More than a few
[students] noted that this
process does not result in a
reduction in the amount of
paperwork involved in the
registration procedures. Also,
a good number of students
encountered problems relat
ing to transcripts, prerequi
sites, holdings and so ontroubles that need to be
solved by officials. While
some students positively
evaluated the self-service
component during registra
tion, others pointed out that
so far this feature implies
more responsibilities and

SPIRIT from page 3
Charger Blue is requested,
in addition to all basketball
and hockey games and some
cheerleading practices.
Charger Blue must be kid
friendly, have an insane
amount of school spirit, and

PENCE from page4
next during a few key mo
ments were done too quickly,
sometimes for humor's sake
but probably also for time
constraints, even though The

JOHNSON frompage4
Also, why the need to
distinguish between games
that are appropriate for ages
17 and 18? What can possi
bly be learned in that span of
time—one year—that will
change one so that GTA will
affect you so much differ
ently? It makes little sense

The Exponent
(256) 824-6090
104 University Center
Huntsville, Alabama
35899
Editor-in-Chief, Joseph Terrell
editor@exponent.uah.edu
Managing/Opinion Editor, Madison Young
managing@exponent.uah.edu
Layout Editor, Tammy Smith
lavout@exponent.uah.edu
Business Manager, Stephanie Watson
business@exponent.uah.edu

News Editor, Sarah Perrin
news@exponent.uah.edu
Sports Editor, Heather Evans
snorts @ exponent.uah.edu
Entertainment Editor, Clay Johnson
entertain @ exponent.uah.edi i

Distribution Manager, James Fluhler
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Things and Stuff
•JUST A DECENT
GUYI THATS ALL
I'M ASKING FOR!'

'...just someone who's cute, and
considerate, dork-free, maybe a
euro-accent, and who cares about
something other than my CHEST!'

'...you know ..a girt shouldn't
have to stoop down to this level
to get a decent guy.! mean,
what happened to the guys doing
all the work, you know?

'..uh.two ovef

What happened
to the days of
Shakespeare?
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Answers to last week's crossword puzzle
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JOBS

MISC.

Need Mother's Helper to
drive child home from school
in afternoons and provide
some minor tutoringfor home
work if needed. Hours aprox
3:30 to 5:30 pm Mon-Friday.
Must have good provable
driving record, and own car.
Prefer college student. Send
resume with references to:
S t e p h a n i e
slw081066@yahoo.com.
256489-2183

If you won something in the
SHRM raffle and did not re
ceive your winnings please
contact Stephanie
at
slw081066@vahoo.com (that
is an L) your name and ad
dress so this can be resolved.
Thank you. 256489-2183

The Truness Company is
seeking writers, artists, and
producers for an online mu
sic entertainment venture ran
by UAH alum Terrence J.
Bennett. For info, please
email
him
at
bennett@truplavazcartel.com

FOR SALE
HP Photosmart 1115 Printer
Good Condition. $60. Call
Norman 256-776-6998

It

1991 Accord LE, Champagne,
5 speed manual, rear spoiler.
142K miles. Runs great.
Single owner. All records.
$2100 OBO. Contact:
ramshsv@vahoo.com. 5448308
2001 Hyundai Elantra
Features: 63K miles, auto
matic, fully loaded, new tires,
$6500 OBO. Call
325-1616 (night), 520-7221
(day).
Email
hughesil@email.uah.edu
Kenneth Cole Reaction
thong
beach
shoes,
brand new - still in box. Blackmulti color, size 10. $15.
ARDEN B Pink floral skirt
set. New, never worn. Size:
M. $35. Call 508-7372.

Looking for a workout part
ner to attend Step Aerobics
and Yoga classes weekly at
the UFC. If you are inter
ested, please contact me by
email
at:
the starry eved twit@yahoo.ccxn

FOR RENT
3 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
RENT 1/2 MILE TO UAH!
Description
HIGH SPEED INTERNET
SERVICE INCLUDED...511
WARNER DRIVE - FROM
UAH 2 STREETS BEFORE
JORDAN ON RIGHT. 1300
SQFT. HOME FEATURES 3
BEDROOMS 1 BATH, NEW
CARPET THROUGHOUT,
NEW CENTRAL
AIR & HEAT, LIVING
ROOM/DINING ROOM
WITH 6 SEATER TABLE
AND CHAIRS, FURNISHED
KITCHEN, DEN WITH
WOODBURNING FIRE
PLACE, SEPARATE UTIL
ITY ROOM, FENCED
REARYARD, LOTS OF OFF
STREET PARKING.$300/
STUDENT - LENGTH OF
LEASE NEGOTIABLE.
CALLPAM ROBERT AT 3371112.

W-

Classified Ads

>[y

Classified ads in The Exponent are free for
all UAH Students, faculty, staff and alumni.
Contact The Exponent, attention Joseph
Terrell, Editor-in-Chief of The Exponent, at
824-6090 or email your classified ad to
editor@exponent.uah.edu for more infor
mation. You can also contact The Expo
nent office by fax at 824-6096. Deadline
for all classifieds to be turned in is no later
than 2 p.m. on the Friday before the next
paper is scheduled to be published.

i-

Classifieds
Crossword 101
Have A Ball
Across
1 Realtor's ad word
5 Bud lead in
0 Retired
4 Party offering
5 Honolulu hello
16 Nickname for Poppins
17 Rose, for one
19 Something on a screen
20 The night before
21 Body fluid
22 Artist's tool
24 He never says no
26 Drag
28 Loft member
30 Wait!
33 Photo repository
36 Like spring weather
38 AGershwin
39 Tube
40 Television system
41 Catch
42
a deal!
43 Student's dread
44 Unborn baby
45 Appearing
47 Good deal
49 Island in the Pacific
51 Faked
55 An emotional wound
57 Fishing hook
59 Flower necklace
60 Artists' choices
61 Go-getter
64 Buddies
65 Ruler
66 Change
67 Additional
68 Tore down
69 Spelling contests
Down
1 Monks' home
2 Desire
3 Annoys
4 Sushi ingredient

By Ed Canty
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5 Gift
6 Wing-shaped
7 Leguminous plants
8 Definite article
9 iPod attachment
10 Moseyed
11 Disposable pen
12 NY Canal
13 Store sect.
18 Hymn
23 Friend
25 Attack
27 The start of an infection,
perhaps
29 Syracuse University color
31 German senora
32 Cigarettes:Slang
33 Hertz competitor
34 Kind of beer
35 Fenway mementos
37 Lawyers org.
40 Chief source of mercury
41 Less and ling lead in
43 Business group
44 Extra

63

46 Light creamy dessert
48 Have the financial means
to buy
50 Looks
52 Move smoothly
53 Spooky
54 Slim-Fast and Jenny
Craig, e.g.
55 Guzzle
56 Iranian moolah
58 Away from the wind
62 Doctor's org.
63 Ground Hog Day mo.
Quotable Quote

Football is a mistake. It
combines the two worst
elements of American
life. Violence ancl
committee meetings.
George F. Will

By GFR Associates • • » Visit our web site at www.gfrpuzzles.com
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HI. I'M a prominent QZ Senator. Sorry to
interrupt tfiis Crass emertamment. but tpis
comics controversial content -• including a
long-Paired attempt to buy Hot Coffee and a
subsequent violent mugging -• maee it unfit for a
college newspaper due to tpe developing minds it
will influence in my day comics made upstanding
poirtical statements against "Republicans, not John, your coffee is getting coid-1
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